
PRESS BOOK

OSCAR / AWARDS CHATTER 
Rarely have I encountered a sports movie as smart or thrilling as this one 
— it makes one look at the world of sports, and beyond, in an entirely 
different way. It’s one of the year’s first early doc features Oscar 
contenders.”
—Scott Feinberg, The Hollywood Reporter

“Savannah Film Fest: Directors of 10 Top 2018 Docs Discuss Challenges 

They Faced” 

—The Hollywood Reporter, Panel Discussion at the Savannah Film Festival 

An interview and podcast with Jerry Rice
“An early Academy Awards contender” 
—Peter Hartlaub, The San Francisco Chronicle

Interview with Gabe Polsky
“Fascinating sports related doc about what separates the best 
athletes from the rest.” 
—Awards Chatter Podcast

88% Fresh

https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/race/oscars-search-greatness-early-doc-contender-releases-first-trailer-1099649
https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/race/documentary-directors-talk-challenges-at-savannah-film-festival-2018-1157709
https://datebook.sfchronicle.com/movies-tv/jerry-rice-reflects-on-greatness-49ers-fans-and-his-missing-end-zone-dance
https://player.fm/series/awards-chatter-1401973


“Great characters and filmed beautifully. It's Gladwellian polemical side—
soulful and persuasive-- is adulterated well with trademark oddness--the 
lingering-a-little-too-long shots, the B-roll, and the clincher, the Walter 
Gretzky singing "Que Sera." Perfect pitch!”
—Nick Paumgarten, The New Yorker

“Wayne Gretzky. Jerry Rice. Pele. In Search of Greatness gives us 
unprecedented access to – and understanding of – the true source of their 
athletic genius. A must see for athletes, parents, coaches, and just 
about anyone interested in the upper limit of human achievement.”

—Ben Reiter, Sports Illustrated 

PRESS HIGHLIGHTS  

Gabe Polsky’s documentary “In Search of Greatness,” a worshipful big-
think built around original, what-made-you-tick interviews with 
hockey’s “The Great One” Wayne Gretzky, football legend Jerry Rice, and 
soccer god Pele, sees a more helpful conversation in examining creative 
freedom, behavior, non-conformity, and philosophy.
— Robert Abele, Los Angeles Times

“Peeks inside the mind of geniuses— athletic or otherwise— are always 
worth our time. In Search of Greatness features interviews with three of the 
best ever. Genius.” 
—Sean Gregory, Time Magazine

“Polsky built the film carefully. His story may be about greatness and the 
uncomplicated joy it can bring but it is also more than that, he has a very 
clear message he feels should be heard. It delivers earnest and open 
conversation with transcendent athletes, bringing them ever so closer to 
us.” 
—Chris Korman, USA Today

“ The film studies  unlikely  champions  like  Brady, along  with  other  
maverick  competitors  and  late  bloomers,  exploring  how creativity,  
compulsion and  other  tough to measure factors play in sports. ” 
— John Jurgenson The Wall Street Journal

“One of the film’s implicit lessons, is that you can’t teach greatness; you can 
only encourage it or stifle it. How many would-be Gretzkys and Pelés, 
Polsky wonders, will never be discovered—will never even discover 
themselves—because they’ve self-identified as gymnasts or swimmers 
beginning in preschool?”
—Ben McGrath, The New Yorker

http://www.latimes.com/entertainment/movies/la-et-mn-capsule-in-search-of-greatness-20181101-story.html
https://www.dropbox.com/s/xpitunbonp4quuw/TIME%20%7C%20Gabe%20Polsky%20-%20TIME%20Magazine%20-%20'In%20Search%20of%20Greatness'.pdf?dl=0
https://ftw.usatoday.com/2018/11/what-made-wayne-gretzky-so-great-new-film-argues-against-youth-sports-mania
https://www.wsj.com/articles/in-search-of-greatness-seeks-the-life-lessons-of-sports-legends-1540822971
https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2018/01/29/how-to-raise-a-prodigy
https://www.newyorker.com/sports/sporting-scene/wayne-gretzky-and-the-mysteries-of-athletic-greatness


The film is a welcome tribute to vision, innovation, and knowledge as 
more important than technique and training, and encouraging imagination 
as more important for children than honing sports skills.
— Nell Minow, Roger Ebert 

“The documentary, seeks to uncover the secrets of athletic genius, with 
implications extending far beyond sports.” 
— Stanley Kay, Sports Illustrated 

“An exploration of the enigmatic nature of greatness and how it can be 
cultivated.”
— Carol Schram, Forbes.com

“This documentary explores the origins of individual excellence, focusing 
on sports icons Wayne Gretzky, Jerry Rice, and Pelé. 
— Peter Keough, The Boston Globe

“An intricately made film which gives compelling insight into what it takes 
to be the best. Inspiring material for sports lovers and non-sports lovers 
alike.” 
— Alicia Malone, Fandango

Relentless drive is just one of the intangibles that interests director Gabe 
Polsky in his documentary “In Search of Greatness,” an insightful and 
entertaining film. 
— G. Allen Johnson, San Francisco Chronicle

This documentary is a riveting, perceptive look at how a champion goes 
beyond good to become great. Coaches, sports fans, and hopeful athletes 
will definitely lean in, but since the theories discussed here apply to 
achieving excellence in all areas, it's just as captivating to non-sports 
enthusiasts. 
— Tara McNamara, Common Sense Media

“Sports documentarians have many problems, but No. 99 isn’t one. An 
eloquent and inventive look at self-expression in sports and to those 
athletes – like Wayne Gretzky – who succeed at the highest levels not by 
dint of sheer physical prowess, but by ingenuity and creativity.” 
— Brad Wheeler, The Globe and Mail Review Feature Article

“A bit of wisdom humanity has to remind itself of anew in every generation, 
In Search of Greatness mints new cliches like "it's the journey, not the 
destination.”
— John DeFore, The Hollywood Reporter

https://www.rogerebert.com/reviews/in-search-of-greatness-2018
https://www.si.com/extra-mustard/2018/11/02/gabe-polsky-interview-greatness-documentary-wayne-gretzky-jerry-rice-pele
https://www.forbes.com/sites/carolschram/2018/10/31/superstars-wayne-gretzky-jerry-rice-and-pele-open-up-in-new-documentary-in-search-of-greatness/#1674dfc5236f
https://www.bostonglobe.com/arts/movies/2018/10/25/search-greatness-finds-coaching-key/J4cvth5PL5W263k0vShXPI/story.html
https://datebook.sfchronicle.com/movies-tv/in-search-of-greatness-intriguing-study-of-what-made-iconic-athletes-great
https://www.commonsensemedia.org/movie-reviews/in-search-of-greatness
https://www.theglobeandmail.com/arts/film/reviews/article-review-sports-doc-in-search-of-greatness-scores-off-yet-another-wayne/
https://www.theglobeandmail.com/arts/film/article-in-search-of-greatness-director-gabe-polsky-reveals-the-poetry-behind/
https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/review/search-greatness-1159908


“Gretzky  alongside  athletic  legends  Pele  and  Jerry  Rice  lend  voices  
to  a  thoughtful  treatise  against the  suffocating  structure  of  the  
prevailing  version  of  childhood”
—Dave Feschuck, The Toronto Star

“An interesting look at what makes certain athletes so darn good”
—Sherilyn Connelly, The San Francisco Weekly 

“With In Search of Greatness sports fans can rejoice” 
—Jeffery Lyons, HuffPost

Polsky explores the surprising effects of inventiveness and individuality on 
athletic performance. He has pulled together an impressive roster of 
legendary sports champions to lead us deeper into the miracles of athletic 
genius.This film should be important for coaches, athletes, artists 
and, above all, high-strung, fire-breathing sports parents.
—Colin Covert, The Minneapolis Star Tribune 

“Gabe Polsky consults with experts including Wayne Gretzky, Jerry Rice, 
and Pele, all of whom are vexed at the current state of things and advocate 
for a less-structured system that promotes initiative and creativity.”
— Gary Thompson, The Philadelphia Inquirer

Q+A Interview with Gabe Polsky: 
“The documentary has already been mentioned in early Oscar buzz.”
—Donnovan Bennett, Sportsnet 

Yet not only did Polsky test his physical abilities on the ice, he 
contemplated the mental aspects of sports and what makes certain 
athletes perform at certain levels. He has now transformed that curiosity 
into his latest documentary, titled “In Search of Greatness.”
—Daniel Dorfman, The Chicago Tribune 

“In the words of the director, Gabe Polsky, “In Search of Greatness” is less 
of a film and ‘more of a journey.’”—Zito Madu, SBNation

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/falp62l1xwhphub/AABZfBgw6rjG4ni3JBr1r2QGa?dl=0
http://www.sfweekly.com/film/in-search-of-greatness/
https://www.dropbox.com/s/eckea122adjjmzy/JEFFERY%20LYONS_IN%20SEARCH%20OF%20GREATNESS.mp3?dl=0
http://www.startribune.com/in-search-of-greatness-documentary-asks-are-champions-born-or-made/499161431/
http://www2.philly.com/philly/entertainment/movies/in-search-of-greatness-movie-review-gretzky-pele-jerry-rice-20181031.html
https://www.sportsnet.ca/hockey/nhl/qa-search-greatness-director-talks-gretzky-pele-creativity/
https://www.chicagotribune.com/suburbs/glencoe/news/ct-gln-polsky-sports-greats-documentary-film-tl-1108-story.html
https://www.sbnation.com/2018/11/16/18072884/in-search-of-greatness-documentary-review


TELEVISION

“The documentary takes a look at the careers of some of 
the world’s greatest athletes and what put them at the top 
of their game.”
— FOX Morning Show, KTVU Fox 2

“Wow. What an amazing movie. This is an incredible 
incredible film. I felt like this was a unique look into 
my own mind on some level” 

—Abby Wambach, AOL Build Series 

“Creativity is the essence of what this film is about. It is 
about what makes the greatest athletes of all time so 
great.” 

—NHL Now

“I found myself very inspired and marveling at the men 
and women in the film” 

—Tina Cervasio FOX NY, SportsXTRA

“What I love about this film is that it solidifies what I 
always thought, that the greatest sports stories have 
nothing to do with the game. They are the stories that 
are about the human condition and what it means to be 
these players” 
—Jake Hamilton, Fox 32

http://mms.tveyes.com/MediaCenterPlayer.aspx?u=aHR0cDovL21lZGlhY2VudGVyLnR2ZXllcy5jb20vZG93bmxvYWRnYXRld2F5LmFzcHg/VXNlcklEPTE3NDA2NyZNRElEPTEwNjg2ODA2Jk1EU2VlZD0zNzMyJlR5cGU9TWVkaWE=
https://www.buildseries.com/video/5bdc8e29f79c412326c77da8/
https://www.nhl.com/video/nhl-now-gabe-polsky/t-277350912/c-62563603?q=polsky
https://www.dropbox.com/s/nh08zf0nbkvcwyd/SPORTS%20XTRA%20GABE%20POLSKY.mov?dl=0
https://www.fox32chicago.com/entertainment/370877967-video


Gabe Polsky and Dani Cameranesi on The Jason Show

“The documentary is getting great Oscar buzz”

—KMSP-TV (FOX), The Jason Show

“It is a powerful documentary” 

—KARE-TV (NBC), Kare 11 News at 11

“Gabe Polsky is a phenomenal storyteller. It’s an 
interesting concept. Pretty fascinating.”

—Fox5 DC, Lights, Camera, McCarthy

“This movie is wonderful for kids and coaches, they can 
pull from each athlete.”  

—Wayne Gretzky, Cineplex / Air Canada Pre Show

“Make sure you check out In Search of Greatness” 

—WUCW-TV, The CW

http://mms.tveyes.com/transcript.asp?StationID=1975&DateTime=10/17/2018%2010:30:27%20AM&playclip=true&pbc=search:+(in+search+of+greatness)
http://mms.tveyes.com/transcript.asp?StationID=1970&DateTime=10/17/2018%2011:11:53%20AM&playclip=true&pbc=search:+(in+search+of+greatness)
http://mms.tveyes.com/PlaybackPortal.aspx?SavedEditID=53c45d50-0ff0-4897-aa81-5b82d9fd93dc
https://www.dropbox.com/s/q7953xcv2n7rla3/CINEPLEX_PRESHOW_Long.mov?dl=0
http://thecwtc.com/news/local/gabe-polsky


“This film is already getting early Oscar Buzz” 

— WUSA9, Great Day Washington

“This is really a fantastic piece of work that you have put 
together”

—NBC Sports Washington, DC Sports Live

“The filmmaker has always been fascinated by the pursuit 
of excellence”
—Janet Davies, ABC 7 

“Another amazing documentary from Gabe Polsky” 

Gabe Polsky on Sports Talk Live 

—David Kaplan, Sports Talk Live 

“This film is generating lots of Oscar Buzz” 

—Global News, The Morning Show

https://www.wusa9.com/video/entertainment/television/programs/great-day-washington/gabe-polsky-talks-in-search-of-greatness/65-8274928
https://www.dropbox.com/home/Madison%20Horton?preview=InSearchOfGreatnessNBCSW103018.mov
https://abc7chicago.com/entertainment/glencoe-filmmaker-discusses-new-documentary-in-search-of-greatness/4605070/
https://www.dropbox.com/s/85knz17xxemnh1d/STL%20Gabe%2010-26.mp4?dl=0
https://globalnews.ca/video/4647621/what-makes-sports-superstars-so-successful


“There is already Oscar Buzz about this film”

—CP 24 Breakfast

“It is an incredible film, one I certainly know I am going 
to enjoy watching” 

—CTV News

“Filmmaker brings together some of the greatest 
athletes of all time”

— eTalk

“As a parent I LOVE this film. The thing that I found 
the most exciting is that when you sat down with 
these players they will say that they had the hunger 
and the drive, but they also had the space to be 
creative” 

—CTV, Your Morning 

NowThis exclusive content partnership 

Episodes published on NowThis and NowThis 
Sports

—NowThis Episode 1 Wayne Gretzky

https://www.cp24.com/video?clipId=1536001
https://www.ctvnews.ca/video?playlistId=1.4171325
https://www.dropbox.com/s/un9ls1rpvgesawl/Gabe_Polsky_on_etalk_-_aired_Nov_13_2018.mp4?dl=0
https://www.ctv.ca/YourMorning/Video/New-doc-finds-what-sets-athletes-like-Wayne-Gretzky-and-Serena-Williams-apart-from-others-vid1535320
https://www.facebook.com/NowThisSports/videos/246300525998516/


Air Canada Promo on all flights for the month of 
November

—Air Canada Pre-Show

NYC Taxi Coverage 

SNY 45” TV Spot

—SNY TV

“This film takes a deep dive on some of the most 
transcendent athletes of all time. A great film” 

—Sports Illustrated 

Gabe Polsky on Philly Sports Talk with Marc Farzetta & 
Amy Fadool 

—NBC Sports Philadelphia, Philly Sports Talk

https://www.dropbox.com/s/q7953xcv2n7rla3/CINEPLEX_PRESHOW_Long.mov?dl=0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n1kMcTlkepE
https://www.si.com/more-sports/video/2018/04/20/sports-documentary-examines-what-separates-greatest-athletes-rest


RADIO / PODCAST 

“Gabe Polsky knows how to make movies. I’m so excited for you to see it. 
I’m taking everyone.” 
— ESPN, Weekend Warrior Podcast

“The documentary is fascinating and I came up with so many ideas I had 
not thought about when thinking about greatness while watching it” 
— ESPN, That’s What She Said

“I’ve seen the movie, it’s amazing. You had to get the best of the best and 
you did.”

—Jim Rome Show

“The film explores how athletes become legends and considers how to 
raise the next generation of athletes.” 

— WNYC all of it

“A really enjoyable, very energetic documentary. I thought it was an 
excellent documentary and there is something in there for everyone.” 

—Lael Lowenstein, Air Talk Film Week

“The film is getting early Oscar Buzz. ” 

— The Sports Junkies

Gabe Polsky on the Adam Carolla Show

—Adam Carolla airs 11/19

“One of the best documentaries of the year. A terrific film.” 
—Adnan Virk, Cinephile Podcast

“Dude. The movie is great. The movie is awesome”
—Elliot Segal, Elliot in the Morning 

“I’ve got to tell you I’ve covered Wayne Gretzky a lot. When you watch a 
movie that makes you reevaluate what you think of somebody you think you 
know well it is quite a trip. It’s a terrific story” 
—Jeff Blair, Sportsnet

http://www.espn.com/espnradio/losangeles/play?id=24833115
https://www.dropbox.com/s/82lz75u3jqywk8o/thatswhatshesaid_2018-10-30-165237-8006-0-24-0.64k.mp3?dl=0
https://cbssportsradio.radio.com/media/audio-channel/57-gabe-polsky-10312018
https://www.wnyc.org/story/rory-kennedys-new-film-nasa-what-makes-great-athlete/
https://www.scpr.org/programs/airtalk/2018/11/02/63864/filmweek-bohemian-rhapsody-the-nutcracker-and-the/
https://www.dropbox.com/s/qzcg9v1jpo0grip/SportsJunkies.mp3?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/e2juwu4wrd1uq2o/cinephile_2018-11-14-134922-8006-0-71-0.64k.mp3?dl=0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zYeQZ2oVJi0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/xjw8pe9bcn112b0/%20jeff%20blair%20%7C%20SportsNet%20nov%209%202018.mp3?dl=0


Gabe Polsky on TSN Radio
—TSN Radio

Gabe Polsky on NBARadio
—Jared Greenberg, NBA Radio

“You can come away with some valuable lessons about how to continue 
to have fun and to continue to be creative”
—USA Hockey, Podcast

“Creativity isn’t something we always talk about when we talk about sports.” 
—CBC, Edmonton AM with Mark Connolly

“Polsky made a fantastic documentary a few years ago, and we look 
forward to seeing this one” 
—NHL Radio

“You don’t need to love sports or know about sports to see this film” 
— Milos Stehlik, WBEZ 91.5 Chicago

“I felt like I was part of greatness watching it. There is great footage in this 
film” 

—WGN Radio Mary Sandberg Boyle and Justin Kaufmann ,The Download

Gabe Polsky on LA Daily Savannah Show

—Julia Cunningham, Sirius XM

“I absolutely loved this film, it’s fantastic. This was really, really fun to 
watch.” 

— Mark Willard, Ballers With Babies

https://www.dropbox.com/s/j1e6tnx5t1gyddj/TSN%201150%20Hamilton_ISOG.mp3?dl=0
http://usahockeymagazine.com/article/usa-hockey-magazine-podcast-gabe-polsky
https://www.cbc.ca/listen/shows/edmonton-am/segment/15629491
https://www.dropbox.com/s/521ti7zfjhjmv3h/NHL%20Radio%2011-08TH-2018%20Gabe%20Polsky.mp3?dl=0
https://www.wbez.org/shows/worldview/gabe-polskys-documentary-in-search-of-greatness-probes-minds-of-legendary-athletes/a8d272a1-388a-4a3b-a9be-79607b18fa1b
https://wgnradio.com/2018/11/02/what-are-the-traits-that-make-an-athlete-great/
https://rss.cast.plus/5b42f2212da5ee060d1ea133/rss


Jerry Rice on the Chronicle Podcast
“I think it is a great movie. It’s not a how to, it really gets inside the brain.” 
—Peter Hartlaub, The Big Event

“Gabe is a true genius when it comes to how he tells stories, and his latest 
film In Search of Greatness continues that tradition” 

—Ben Lyons, The Lyons Den

https://datebook.sfchronicle.com/movies-tv/jerry-rice-reflects-on-greatness-49ers-fans-and-his-missing-end-zone-dance
https://www.podcastone.com/episode/Taran-Killam-and-Gabe-Polsky


SOCIAL MEDIA









MORE PRESS 

“The film’s theme of honoring individuality sets it apart from other sports 
documentaries.” 

—Hannah Ballerstedt, Roosevelt Torch

In the process of uncovering the true reasoning behind greatness, the film 
dispels many of the commonly held beliefs of what results in success in 
sports: mandatory and repeated practicing, early specialization in one 
sport, and a focus on the measurable statistics. 
—Lacey Latch, The Depaulia

“What I love most about the movie is it shows, whether you are talking 
about Michael Jordan, Tom Brady, or Jerry Rice, how did they overcome 
any shortcoming to become the greatest” 
—Marcus and Sandy, KIOI-FM

“It’s incredible. Everyone in the Bay area should go see it” 
—Wild 94.9, The JV Show

“Gabe is a filmmaker who possesses such an articulated understanding of 
what greatness is, and has shown this through his documentary” 
— John Cotter, The Radio DePaul Podcast

“A likely Oscar contender and a psychological discussion on the roots of 
genius” 
— Patrick Egan, The Chicago Maroon

“MoviePass Films has become an investor and strategic marketing partner 
on the Gabe Polsky-directed documentary In Search Of Greatness, in 
anticipation of the film’s release next month.” 

—Mike Fleming Jr, Deadline

Documentarian Gabe Polsky asks a lot of intriguing questions about the 
drive, determination, and skill level of athletic overachievers with the 
playful and thought provoking In Search of Greatness. 
—Andrew Parker, The Gate

https://depauliaonline.com/37316/artslife/in-search-of-greatness/
https://1013.iheart.com/featured/marcus-and-sandy/content/2018-11-02-jerry-rice-talks-new-movie-in-search-of-greatness-with-marcus-and-sandy/
https://wild949.iheart.com/featured/the-jv-show/content/2018-11-01-jerry-rice-settles-a-long-running-debate-on-the-jv-show/
https://soundcloud.com/radiodepaul/episode-75-greatness?in=radiodepaul/sets/the-radio-depaul-podcast&fbclid=IwAR0ufGLd9X5E3250xdGvgqlNlNS5Lyb-LwuXhMhFl3PstRe-aHYY7LD79UQ
https://www.chicagomaroon.com/article/2018/10/30/search-greatness-sports-documentary-isnt-really-sp/
https://deadline.com/tag/moviepass-films/
https://deadline.com/tag/gabe-polsky/
https://deadline.com/tag/in-search-of-greatness/
https://deadline.com/2018/10/moviepass-films-invests-gabe-polsky-sports-documentary-in-search-of-greatness-wayne-gretzky-pele-jerry-rice-1202489465/
https://www.thegate.ca/film/036472/review-in-search-of-greatness/


“Undeniably thought-generating and impossible not to watch” 
—Lisa Trifone, The Third Coast Review

“In Search of Greatness” is an vividly entertaining exploration of 
developing the best athletes. Ironically, you don’t have to be a sports 
enthusiast to enjoy and glean life-changing information from the film.
—Pamela Powell, Reel Honest Reviews 

Polsky’s doc offers an inspirational and empowering message for 
audiences because it doesn’t position greatness as some innate or divine 
endowment. The stories of these athletes are all rooted in pure love of the 
game, of finding one’s passion and honing one skills through a genuine 
desire to be the best.
—Pat Mullen, POV Magazine

IMDb Exclusive Clip Placement 11/1

“What made the best athletes of all time the best? In his provocative new 
documentary In Search of Greatness, Gabe Polsky puts forth a 
counterintuitive explanation – with implications extending far beyond the 
world of sports.”
— Jesse Rifkin, Box Office Pro

https://thirdcoastreview.com/2018/10/18/film-dispatch-chicago-film-festival-3/
http://reelhonestreviews.com/surprising-answers-found-in-gabe-polskys-newest-doc-in-search-of-greatness/
http://povmagazine.com/articles/view/gabe-polsky-in-search-of-greatness-gretzky-documentary
https://pro.boxoffice.com/greatness-awaits-interview-search-greatness-director-gabe-polsky/


“This is a fascinating documentary, sprinkled with a bit of magic” 
Named ‘Film of the Day’ at Chicago Film Festival 
—Patrick McDonald, Hollywood Chicago

“A surprising and engrossing look into what goes into making a top athlete” 
—Ian Simmons, Kicking the Seat Podcast

“The documentary’s pacing and selection of vintage clips is beautiful.”
—Lucas Ackroyd, The International Ice Hockey Federation

“The candidness of the subjects is refreshing. Plus, their role-model 
insight might inspire youngsters who lack physical gifts but are willing to 
compensate with work ethic and old-fashioned determination.”
—Todd Jorgenson, Cinemalouge

“The Search for Greatness” has a diverse audience appeal. Sports fans 
will enjoy the plethora of old sports action and analysis. And, documentary 
lovers will get something that educates, entertains and gives insight to the 
history of sports. Pele, Rice and Gretzky are good subjects and their 
answers about what makes greatness include one by Wayne Gretzky: “By 
the time I figured it out, I retired.”
— Robin Clifford, Reeling Reviews

What sounds like a symposium on philosophies of human potential has 
been turned into a fascinating new documentary that went looking for 
nothing less than the origins of genius—and formed, surprisingly, some 
very compelling conclusions.
— Lee Shoquist, ChicagoFilm

Though uneven and at times overstuffed with imagery and generalization, 
it offers a useful message for obsessive 'sports dads' to hear.
— Frank Swietek, One Guy’s Opinion

http://www.hollywoodchicago.com/news/28920/film-news-day-ten-of-54th-chicago-international-film-festival-goes-in-search-of-greatness
http://www.hollywoodchicago.com/news/28970/podtalk-filmmaker-gabe-polsky-is-in-search-of-greatness
http://www.kickseat.com/podcast/2018/11/2/ep362-no-time-for-losers.html
https://www.iihf.com/en/news/7654/in-search-of-greatness
http://cinemalogue.com/2018/11/02/capsule-reviews-for-nov-2-2/
http://www.reelingreviews.com/insearchofgreatness.htm
http://chicagofilm.com/2018/11/in-search-of-greatness-filmmaker-gabe-polsky-uncovers-origins-of-genius/
http://www.oneguysopinion.com/in-search-of-greatness/


“The interviews and insights that Gabe was able to put on screen is another 
great doc that is worth checking out” 
—Matt Kubinski, CinemaJaw Podcast

“I got a chance to watch In Search of Greatness and I must say that the film 
is certainly interesting. If you’re even remotely interested in sports then this 
will be very captivating once you start watching the film.” 
—Emmanuel Noisette, The Movie Blog

“I love the film. The Gretzky stuff really resonated with me.” 
—Mike Wendt, That Movie Show 

“While Polsky’s film takes shots at the sports world’s obsession with stats 
and analytics, his answer to the question of what makes an athlete great 
isn’t straightforward. Of course, hard work and passion play big roles, but 
another key factor is creativity”
—Matt Juul , The Metro

“It’s a terrific film.”
—Steve Prokopy, The Third Coast Review

“The film delves into the importance of positive coaching and mentors who 
breed success in young athletes, using its interviewees as examples. “
— Todd Jorgenson, D Magazine

“Wayne Gretzky was very eloquent and stately. You wouldn’t think he’s a 
hockey star at all.”
—Alex Saveliev, The Irish Film Critic

“Far more than just a sports doc”
—Matt Mungle, The Mungle Show

“Is Another Gretzky Possible?” 

—Jason Kay, The Hockey News

http://cinemajaw.com/wordpress/cinemajaw-397-jimmy-chin-gabe-polsky-tense-documentaries/
http://www.themovieblog.com/2018/11/in-search-of-greatness-reveals-the-secret-of-elite-athletes/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ukr3jQLJM9A
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INTERVIEW: Gabe Polsky emphasizes creativity in sports with ‘In Search 
of Greatness’
— Lily Betts, The Daily Free Press

“I really enjoyed this film”  
—Kim and VB, The Voice of Boston

Gabe Polsky on FYI Philly with Alicia Vitarelli

—WPVI-TV (ABC), FYI Philly

“It’s good. It’s interesting. It’s an interesting thought.” 

—iHeartRadio, The Parrish Fletcher Podcast

Man Versus Movie: New documentary looks to crack the code of athletic 
greatness

—Jared Huizenga, Sun Current

The movie is a must-see for anyone interested in understanding genius in 
general and sport talent in particular. 

—Jim Grove, Active for Life

But In Search of Greatness is not simply about the day-to-day grind of 
training or athletic super heroes; it conveys a much deeper message about 
creativity and the meaning of life that goes beyond the world of sports. 
—Hotchkiss Magazine 

“In Search of Greatness” gives credible evidence that greatness is more 
than just DNA. Through one-on-one conversations and compelling 
footage, Polsky examines how these athletes seemingly reinvented these 
sports in their own way.

—Colette Greenstein, The Bay State Banner
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